The hunt for an international killer always makes for exciting reading. And as *Twenty-First Century Plague* shows us, the rush to contain and unmask the agent responsible for SARS had more plot twists than anything Robert Ludlum ever wrote.

Thomas Abraham vividly conveys the fear and confusion that built as Chinese medical personnel worked feverishly to treat patients and understand and control the disease they dubbed "atypical pneumonia". Their hard-won knowledge was lost to the rest of the world for months because of the Chinese authorities\' denial of the epidemic\'s existence, even as it spread to Hong Kong, Hanoi, Singapore, and Toronto.

We meet some memorable characters, like Malik Peiris of Hong Kong University, who identified the SARS coronavirus but waited to go public until Koch\'s postulates proved he\'d collared the right suspect, and Zhong Nanshan, the head of the Guangdong Institute for Respiratory Diseases, who repeatedly challenged Chinese officials\' handling of the epidemic. Under pressure---and a new government---China finally admitted an outbreak was underway and joined the international effort to check SARS\' spread. This effort seems to have succeeded. Last month Kathryn Holmes, an expert on coronaviruses, told an American Association for the Advancement of Science conference that since SARS no longer exists in the wild it may have been eradicated.

While the good guys won this time around, another killer may be waiting in the wings, or rather in wild animal bazaars, pig pens, and poultry farms. The story of SARS holds many lessons on how to track and trap a world-travelling virus, and as this important journalistic account demonstrates, we still have a lot to learn.
